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Abstract
How prebiotic chemistry in the primordial world becomes biochemistry, is a major question in evolutionary biology. Studies have

found that biological activities from random DNA sequences are not rare and abiotically-catalyzed polymerization of 13 amino acid
chains can occur. However, it is not clear whether random chains 13 amino acid or longer are biologically functional. In this study,

random peptide sequences were generated and mapped to ProSite motifs and NCBI Conserved Domains Database. Results suggest

that a large fraction of randomly generated 13 amino acid chains may contain putative protein domains while longer random peptide

chains may contain functional protein domains. Large diversity of protein domains is observed. Hence, it is plausible for putative
functions to originate from abiotically-catalyzed 13 amino acid chains. As both self-replicating RNA molecules and prion proteins
have been found, it is plausible that both RNA and peptides may co-exist and synergize in the primordial world.
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Introduction
One of the big questions in evolutionary biology is how pre-

biotic chemistry becomes biochemistry [1]. Under this umbrella
will be questions; such as, how the first gene and its constituting

components like promoters and ribosome binding sites originates,

from individual amino acids by volcanic gas carbonyl sulphide-ca-

talyzed polymerization, suggesting that such possibility can occur.

However, it is not clear whether randomly polymerized short peptides can have putative functions.

In this study, the hypothesis that random short peptides may

or how the first functional peptide originates. Horwitz and Loeb

exhibit putative functions is examined by scanning for putative

al. [3] found about 10% of the randomly generated DNA sequences

acids [9] may have putative protein functions and random peptides

[2] first found that random sequences may have varying gene expression promoting abilities in Escherichia coli. Recently, Yona., et

can function as promoters in E. coli and about 60% of the randomly
generated DNA sequences only require one mutation to function as
promoters. These suggests that functions from random DNA sequ-

ences may not be rare. At the gene level, Andersson., et al. [4] sug-

gest that coding sequences may emerge from non-coding sequences, which is supported by Schlötterer [5]. A recent study on yeast

by Wu and Knudson [6] suggests that new genes may emerge as a
result of mutations or DNA shuffling.

From the peptide side of the story, Miller-Urey experiment [7]

demonstrated that amino acids can originate abiotically [8]. The
next step is to consider the possibility of amino acids naturally
condensing into peptides. Greenwald., et al. [9] demonstrated that

short chains of peptides consisting of 13 amino acids can originate

protein domains at high sensitivity on randomly generated peptide
sequences. Results suggest that short random peptides of 13 amino

of average prokaryotic protein length [10] may have functional protein domains.
Method

Two sets of ten thousand random peptide sequences were ge-

nerated as 5 sets of 2000 random peptides using RANDOMSEQ
[11] with the following command, python randomseq.py FLS --len-

gth=<number of amino acids> --n=2000 --selection= A,825;R,553
;N,406;D,545;C,137;Q,393;E,675;G,707;H,227;I,596; L,966;K,584;
M,242;F,386;P,470;S,656;T,534;W,108;Y,292;V,687 --fasta=True. In

the first set, each peptide is 13 amino acids each [9]. In the second
set, each peptide is of 267 amino acids each, which is the average

prokaryotic peptide length [10]. Amino acid composition is based
on average amino acid composition per 10 thousand amino acids
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as computed from Swiss-Prot [https://web.expasy.org/protscale/
pscale/A.A.Swiss-Prot.html].

Each randomly generated peptide was scanned using ScanPro-

site [12] and NCBI-CDD [13,14]. ScanProsite [12] was executed

with Release 2019_02 of 13-Feb-2019 [contains 1825 documentation entries, 1310 patterns, 1236 profiles and 1260 ProRule,

totalling to 2548 unique motifs], including motifs with a high probability of occurrence and running the scan at high sensitivity. NC-

110

Short 13 Amino Acid Peptides may have Putative Protein Domains. 4493 [44.93%] of the 10000 randomly generated
13-amino acid peptides were mapped at low confidence [confidence level = -1] to 360 [14.13%] unique ProSite motifs. None of the
peptides were reliably mapped to ProSite motifs or PSSM at E-value
threshold of 0.01.

Random Average Length Peptides Have Potentially Functi-

onal Properties. Of the 10000 randomly generated peptides, 69

BI-CDD [13,14] was executed against CDD version 3.16, the super-

(0.69%) were reliably mapped (confidence level = 0) to 6 (0.24%)

[16], NCBI Clusters of Orthologous Groups [17], NCBI Protein

(PS50079) involving in protein uptake by the nucleus, (b) Ig-like

set of 30569 PSSMs [position-specific scoring matrices] including

NCBI-curated domains and data imported from Pfam [15], SMART

Clusters, and TIGRFAMs [18], with expect value [E-value] thres-

hold of 0.01, using composition-corrected scoring, not filtered for
low-complexity regions, and including retired sequences.
Results

Each peptide, 13 amino acids in length or 267 amino acids in

length, were scanned for protein domains using ScanProsite [12]
and NCBI-CDD [13,14] and found large numbers of peptides [Fi-

gure 1] mapped to large numbers of putative protein domains [Figures 2].

unique ProSite motifs. From the corresponding ProSite documentation entries, these 6 are (a) bipartite nuclear localization signal
domain (PS50835) involving in binding various ligands, (c) FERM

domain (PS50057) involving in localizing proteins to plasma membrane, (d) cyclic nucleotide-binding domain (PS50042) involving
in binding cyclic nucleotides such as cAMP or cGMP, (e) phospha-

tidylinositol-specific phospholipase C profiles (PS50007) involving
in eukaryotic signal transduction, and (f) gamma-carboxyglutamic

acid-rich domain (PS50998) involving in blood coagulation. A fur-

ther 2697 (26.97%) randomly generated peptides mapped at low

confidence (confidence level = -1) to 431 (16.92%) unique ProSite
motifs.

109 (1.09%) of the 10000 randomly generated peptides were

mapped to 102 (0.33%) unique PSSMs by NCBI-CDD. The most significant 5 hits by E-values are (a) succinylglutamate desuccinylase/
aspartoacylase family (Accession number cl27097, e-value = 1.61
x 10-5) involving in arginine catabolism by the arginine succinyl-

transferase pathway, (b) btuF superfamily (Accession number
cl28215, e-value = 5.63 x 10-5) which is part of ATP-binding cassette

transporters, (c) Type 1 periplasmic binding fold superfamily (Accession number cl10011, e-value = 6.37 x 10-5) involving in various

Figure 1: Number of Randomly Generated Peptides Mapped.

ligand binding including peptides, amino acids, and sugar molecules, (d) FRG domain (Accession number cl07460, e-value = 9.12 x

10-5) which is functionally uncharacterized at this moment, and (e)
CMAS superfamily (Accession number cl28102, e-value = 9.21 x 10-

5

) involving in fatty acid metabolism.

Discussion and Conclusion

De novo origination of functional sequences was considered

extremely unlikely [5]. Indeed, the mathematical probability of
randomly generating a WW domain, one of the smallest protein

domain [19], is rare. Given that the consensus sequence of WW

domain (Prosite accession PS01159) is W-x(9,11)-[VFY]-[FYW]x(6,7)-[GSTNE]-[GSTQCR]-[FYW]-{R}-{SA}-P, the random probability of generation is about 5.41 x 10-7, which can be considered as

Figure 2: Number of Unique Putative Protein Domains Mapped.

rare. However, this probability does not take into account of putative or proto-domains, which may be partially functional. Results

from this study suggests that substantial numbers of randomly
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generated peptide sequences of average peptide length [10] may

contain a diversity of known and putative protein domains. This
is supported by several experimental studies [2,3] had suggested
that random sequences may not be inert and functional compo-

nents from random sequences may not be rare events, as Neme., et
al. [20] have shown that large proportion of random RNA or pepti-

de sequences are bioactive.

There is an on-going debate as to whether RNA or peptides

originate first in the primordial world [21,22]. Greenwald., et al.

[9] demonstrated that peptides of 13 amino acids in length may
be synthesized abiotically. In this study, substantial proportion of
the 10 thousand random peptides of 13 amino acids may contain a

variety of putative protein domains. This suggests that abiotically

polymerized short peptides may have putative functions, which
may be partially functional. Once a partially functional sequence
is present, selective pressure may act to evolve into fully functio-

nal sequences [3] or even evolve beyond environmental necessity

[23]. The only required property is self-replication. Maury [22]
had presented a model for self-replicating peptide. Both self-repli-

cating RNA molecules [24] and prion proteins [25,26] have been
found. This suggests that RNA and peptides may co-exist and synergize in the primordial world.

Supplementary Materials

A zip file containing the FASTA files of the randomly generated

peptide sequences, as well as results from ScanProsite and NC-

BI-CDD can be found at http://tinyurl.com/DomainsFromRandom.
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